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Abstract— Internationalization of software is a process that 

makes software ready for localization (adapting the software 

to different culture), in order to target global market for the 

software. Internationalization is usually taken into 

consideration during early stages of the software 

development life-cycle. Software contains numerous 

messages which will be displayed to the user for user 

interaction. These messages have to be aligned to standards 

and translated so as to enable localization of the software. 

Different users work on message, from its creation till the 

message gets translated. Handling the messages manually is 

a tedious process and also error prone. This paper proposes a 

design for developing tool for administration of software 

messages which supports the internationalization and 

localization of software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today all most all the software calls for user interaction. It 

may be the text on the button, an error message, a warning 

message, confirmation messages, help contents and so on. 

These are all part of the software that facilitates user 

interaction. When the human interaction is involved, there is 

obvious scope for cultural adaptation mainly the language. 

The process of adapting software to specific culture or 

locale is referred to as „Localization‟ (L10n). The common 

abbreviation for localization: L10n, „10‟ stands for the 

number of letters between the first „L‟ and last „n‟ in the 

word „Localization‟. On the other hand, in order to localize 

any software, that software must be internationalized. 

„Internationalization‟ (I18n) refers to process of designing 

and developing software so as to enable localization. 

Internationalization precedes localization and facilitates the 

same. This concept is also known as NLS (National 

Language Support or Native Language Support). The 

common abbreviation for internationalization: I18n, „18‟ 

stands for the number of letters between the first „I‟ and last 

„n‟ in the word „Internationalization‟. Internationalizing the 

software helps in targeting the global market for the product 

and to have a positive business impact.  

There are three approaches for internationalizing 

software [1]. The first one is the system where messages and 

other locale dependent resources are included in the source 

code of the application. This approach needs to develop a 

different version of the software for each of the targeted 

locale. Each version has to be tested, maintained and 

upgraded independently thus increases the cost of 

localization. The second approach is to have an external 

library for user messages of the software. The software is 

built from a common source code that links to the locale 

specific libraries. Although this approach overcomes the 

problem of maintaining different source code for each 

supported locale, each of the libraries has to be tested and 

maintained individually. The third approach is based on an 

architecture comprising the core of the application with all 

the functionalities but independent of locale dependent 

resources, which dynamically access the external resources 

containing locale specific information. The third approach is 

more beneficial because of the fact that, the locale-

independent code calls the locale specific resources 

dynamically, so that only one executable must be tested and 

maintained.  

There are certain guidelines on how to identify 

resources that needs to be locale specific [2], [3]. These 

guidelines may be followed during software development. 

There may be cases where a software product is not 

internationalized during the software development process 

and later there is a need for its internationalization. To 

internationalize a software product that already exists, it 

requires locating the locale dependent strings in the source 

code, which should be externalized. This locating process is 

tedious and error prone. There are approaches for locating 

such strings in the source code of an existing software 

product [4]. 

Many of the aspects of the culture are obvious and 

immutable. One such aspect is language [5]. To successfully 

internationalize the software, major task is to translate all 

relevant text strings (here after referred as software 

messages) of the user interface. A software message could 

be a text on button or a label or error message or warning 

message or confirmation messages. It can be anything that is 

used for interaction with user of the software. Translating 

the software messages is a process usually done by humans. 

Developers or programmers create the software and thus the 

software messages for user interface. Developers are not 

language experts. Software messages have to be aligned to 

standards by a language expert and then translated to 

languages supported by the software, by translators. All the 

users working on the software messages must collaborate 

until the translations are in place. While translating existing 

message to other languages may seem easy, it is very 

difficult to maintain the parallel versions of software 

message throughout the life of the product [6]. For example, 

if a message displayed to the user is modified, all of the 

translated versions must also be modified. This in turn 

results in a somewhat longer development cycle. So it is 

very much required to have tool for editing and translating 

and administrating the software messages in order to fasten 

the process of translation and thus supporting 

internationalization and localization. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEMS 

With the approach of having locale dependent resources 

externalized, it is implied that separate resource files of text 

strings is maintained. The naive approach for administrating 
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these messages is manually adding a new message or 

modifying the existing message and adding translations. 

Handling the messages manually is a tedious process and 

also error prone. 

There are tools available in the market, which are 

intended to provide visual editors for managing software 

messages. One such tool is Alchemy Catalyst [7]. Alchemy 

CATALYST is a software localization tool which is owned 

by Alchemy Software Development Limited. The tool was 

formerly developed by the Corel Corporation which was 

acquired later by Alchemy Software Development Limited. 

The benefit is to reduce the effort to be made when 

translating and updating large numbers of different file 

formats. It includes a suite of visual editors in order to make 

sure that users have control over their work.  Furthermore, it 

provides a suite of Quality Assurance tools useful for 

validation of software files. Alchemy Catalyst has different 

editions. Translator Edition is used by professional 

translators. This tool includes translation memory 

technology which means that the translator does not have to 

translate sentences repeatedly. Developer Edition is used by 

large companies handling projects which are being 

translated into different languages simultaneously. Localizer 

Edition is used by software development companies who 

require a tool that allows the user to visually localize 

content.   

There is another tool called PASSOLO which is 

also a software localization tool. It allows users to 

concentrate on the translation by accelerating the many 

technical aspects of software localization. The application 

offers the tools required to localize all the elements 

contained in the software and the option of working with all 

the major Windows formats as well as text files and tagged 

formats such as XML and HTML [8]. Passolo features an 

integrated Translation Memory Technology which allows 

the reuse of text from existing translations. Even Passolo 

comes in different editions and customers can choose the 

one which is optimal for their localization requirements. The 

Translator Edition an editor that allows translator to edit the 

bundles created with the Team or Collaboration Edition. 

Essential edition allows users to create and translate 

projects, as well as generate localized target files. The 

Professional Edition is a stand-alone solution particularly 

suited for localization projects of a medium to large size. 

Translation data can be exported in order to use while 

translating. The Team Edition offers the same functions as 

the Professional. In addition, it can create and administer a 

certain number of licensed translation bundles. 

One of the basic and important tasks of 

internationalization is language adaptation. While 

concentrating only on software messages translation, it 

would be beneficial and cost effective, if there is a 

customized tool for supporting administration of messages. 

In the next section concept of such a tool is proposed. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

As there are different users working on software messages, 

it is necessary to define the user roles of the tool. The tool 

will have separate interface for each user role. 

1) Developer is the one who creates the message. 

2) Validator is the one who validates the message created 

by developer and aligns it to standard so that message is 

easily understood by end user and the intention of the 

message is clear. Validator initiates the translation. 

3) Translator is the one who translates the given messages. 

4) Localizer is the one who verifies if the translations are 

in place and generates the language specific resource 

files. 

A. Design 

 
Fig. 1: Message Administration Design 

Developer creates the messages using the user interface of 

the tool and then saves messages he has created. All 

messages are stored in the xml file according to defined xml 

structure defined in Fig 2. The user just works with user 

interface of tool. The tool creates and writes in to xml 

according to the required template. Then he exports the 

messages; tool generates an xml file according to defined 

export xml structure in Fig. 3, so that the next user role 

(validator) can work on it. The developer exported file is 

sent to validator. Validator imports the xml file that is 

generated by developer, which contains details of software 

messages. Validator works on the messages and modifies 

the message if required using user interface provided by 

tool. Validator saves his work i.e. the tool saves messages to 

an xml according to defined structure as in Fig.4. Then, the 

validator exports an xml file (template shown in Fig. 6) for 

each targeted language containing message text in base 

language (commonly English) and empty translation 

messages. Also, a base language file is generated by 

validator (template shown in Fig. 5). The target language 

xml files are sent for corresponding language translators to 

get message translations. Translator imports the xml file, 

puts in the message translations and exports the xml file 

containing translations (template shown in Fig. 6). 

Translator can also save his work i.e. the tool saves the 

messages to an xml file according to defined structure as in 

Fig. 7. All the xml files exported from translator and the 

base language xml file from validator are imported by 

localizer and he saves the messages to his storage file 

(template as shown in Fig. 8). Localizer verifies if 

translations are in place. If translations are missing he 

exports messages (xml template as in Fig. 6) and initiates 

translation. Translator puts in translations and exports the 

messages to xml file. This file is again imported by 

localizer. Once all the translations are in place, localizer 

exports the language specific resource file (template as in 

Fig. 9) for each targeted language. These are the files that 
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are dynamically accessed by the core application in order to 

provide user interface of software in selected language.  

All the roles have an option to export selected 

messages so that whenever a message is modified or new 

message is added, only those messages are exported.  

Developer initiates the modification and the same workflow 

is followed again. But each user role, before importing the 

xml files, the loads the existing storage file so that the user 

interface is loaded with the existing messages. If file that is 

imported contains the message with message id that already 

exists, then it is rework on the message. If message id is 

new, then it is treated as new message. All the imported 

messages are marked with indicators so that user does not 

miss out any message. After the localizer verifies that the 

translations are in place for all imported messages, he 

exports language specific resource files, so that the resource 

files are updated with modified messages and new 

messages.  

The tool launches the user interface based on the 

user role and provides a platform to perform the 

functionalities of launched user role. The messages can be 

associated with other useful information. For example, the 

software will have components. Component information can 

also be included. The messages may be grouped based on 

the component to which it belongs or a resource file can be 

maintained per component based upon the design of the 

software. Anyhow the tool will provide the save option for 

each user role to save the software messages to an xml file 

and allow the saved xml file (messages in the file) to be 

loaded back to the tool. Basically the saved xml file of each 

user role is storage for software messages. 

B. XML Structure 

The information about the messages should be structured 

according to an xml template. XML template includes 

message and its properties. The first line of the XML files 

indicate the version of the XML standard being used and the 

type of character encoding. The user roles of the tool 

communicate using xml files. The xml template for 

developer message storage file is as in Fig. 2. When 

developer creates a message, id and text are defined. 

„messageId‟ uniquely identifies the message and 

„messageText‟ is the actual message. The developer export 

file structure is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 represents the xml 

structure for message storage file of validator role. It has an 

extra attribute „baseLanguageMessageText‟ which is the 

message text defined by validator. Fig. 5 shows the xml 

structure for the export file for base language. Fig 6 shows 

the xml structure for validator export file for targeted 

languages and also translator export file. It has an extra 

attribute „languageId‟ which identifies the language to 

which the messages are translated. Fig. 7 represents the xml 

structure for translator storage file. Fig. 8 depicts the xml 

template for localizer storage file. It has all the messages in 

all the targeted language i.e. <localization> element (which 

contains messages in one particular language) is present for 

all the target languages. Fig. 9 shows the xml file format for 

final language specific resource file exported by localizer. 

 
Fig. 2: Developer – Message storage xml file format. 

 
Fig. 3: Developer – Message export xml file format. 

 
Fig. 4: Validator – Message storage xml file format. 

 
Fig. 5: Validator – Base language export xml file format. 

 
Fig. 6: Validator, Translator and Localizer – Target 

language export xml file format 

 
Fig. 7: Translator – Message storage xml file format. 
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Fig. 8. Localizer – Message storage xml file format. 

 
Fig. 9.  Localizer – Final resource file export format. 

The xml structure shows only id and text attributes. 

Attributes can be added as per the requirements of the 

software which is to be internationalized. 

C. Font Specifications  

Using appropriate fonts for particular language is of great 

importance. The chosen font creates a tone for the software. 

Choosing the right fonts for translation should be considered 

carefully and also font size and style also has to be 

considered. It is necessary to define font specifications for 

each targeted language, so that the tool uses the same while 

the user works on the targeted languages. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A design for the tool that helps in administrating the 

software messages has been proposed which helps the 

process of internationalization and localization. The tool 

helps in accelerating the process of generating language 

specific resource files containing messages. As the major 

task of internationalization is translation of user visible 

strings, the proposed tool concentrates on the same. The xml 

structure for the files used for communicating between users 

involved in software message administration process, is 

defined so that any programming language incorporating 

xml parsers can be used for implementation.  
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